
Year 1/2 WEEK 4

EQUIPMENT: 
Cones / bibs / hoops / beanbags / sponge balls 

CATCH THEM OUT! 

Select one team to be the runners.
 The runners need to take it in turns

to run to a marker and return, releasing
the next person in the team. 

You can run to a marker or around
a small area and it could be a couple

of times each. 

Those that aren’t running face one
another, ready to catch. Your aim

is to catch the ball between yourselves
as many times as possible whilst the

others are running. 
Count how many you get. 

TAIL TAG 

Keep in the same groups and give each team
a base around the edge of the hall. In the
middle mark an area that is equally placed
from all the teams, fill the area with small
objects such as beanbags, sponge balls
or similar. Teams race out one person
at a time to the middle to get an object

and take it back to your team’s base. The
teams with the most objects at the end

of the game win. Get children to return the
items to the centre in a certain time.

Give points to certain items etc.

Add in a couple of defenders. Select 2/3
children to guard the nest, they are not

allowed in the nest or a team’s base. They
can tag children as they are on their way back
to basewith an object. If you get tagged then

you must return your object to the nest and go
back to base, your go is over.

HEAD… SHOULDERS… KNEES…
TOES…CONE!

Children work in pairs standing
opposite each other with a cone
on the floor in between them. 

Responding to the body part called
out by touching their heads,

shoulders etc. When the teacher
calls ‘CONE’ pupils race to pick up

the cone first. 

Ensure that children bow to each
other before they start to ensure

that there will be no head clashes.
They should be roughly 1 step

away from the cone.

TAG GAMES

Focus:
Reaction and Cardio

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser warm up for roughly 5 minutes getting the body moving gradually quicker. 

Games can be played for roughly 10 minutes each. In our experience these 
can last a lot longer as children love them so ensure enough rest time is built in. 

Slow the games down, lowering heart rate and finish with the reaction cone game. 




